1. Introduction. Creative sets were introduced by Post [7] in the course of his investigation of the degrees of unsolvability of the decision problems of recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets of positive integers. This investigation was largely motivated by the correspondence, under a Godel numbering, between r.e. sets and the sets of provable statements of recursively axiomatizable formal systems. Under this interpretation, creativity of a set corresponds to effective undecidability of the system under consideration, a viewpoint further developed in the work of Myhill [5] and others. In [10], Smullyan generalized these notions by introducing double creativity of pairs of r.e. sets, which corresponds to effective inseparability of the sets of provable and refutable statements (Tand R respectively) of recursively axiomatizable theories. In this paper, we relate these notions to sets of indices of partial recursive functions (i.e., sets 9f= {n\ q" -/})• Our main result is that double creativity of a pair (a, ß) of disjoint r.e. sets is equivalent to separation by a and ß of a pair of sets isomorphic to some pair iOfi 9g) under a recursive permutation. "Relativization" of this result to formal theories yields the existence of effectively inseparable sets of statements other than Smullyan's "nuclei" Tand R.
1. Introduction. Creative sets were introduced by Post [7] in the course of his investigation of the degrees of unsolvability of the decision problems of recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets of positive integers. This investigation was largely motivated by the correspondence, under a Godel numbering, between r.e. sets and the sets of provable statements of recursively axiomatizable formal systems. Under this interpretation, creativity of a set corresponds to effective undecidability of the system under consideration, a viewpoint further developed in the work of Myhill [5] and others. In [10] , Smullyan generalized these notions by introducing double creativity of pairs of r.e. sets, which corresponds to effective inseparability of the sets of provable and refutable statements (Tand R respectively) of recursively axiomatizable theories. In this paper, we relate these notions to sets of indices of partial recursive functions (i.e., sets 9f= {n\ q" -/})• Our main result is that double creativity of a pair (a, ß) of disjoint r.e. sets is equivalent to separation by a and ß of a pair of sets isomorphic to some pair iOfi 9g) under a recursive permutation. "Relativization" of this result to formal theories yields the existence of effectively inseparable sets of statements other than Smullyan's "nuclei" Tand R. (!) This paper is a portion of the author's doctoral dissertation written at Cornell University.
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The Gödel number of G is clearly a recursive function of a, b, i, j. No w by Kleene's second recursion theorem, there is a number e, which can be effectively computed from the Gödel number of G and thus from a, b, i,j, such that (4) qe(x) st G(e, x).
Then set F(a, b, i,j) = e. Now assume that w¡ £ 9q'a, w} £ 9q'b. We claim that e e (9qa U 9qb U w¡ U Wy)'. Assume not: Case 1. eevVj U w}. Define a recursive enumeration of the set w¡ Uwj by means of the partial recursive function / defined by f(2n) = q¡(n), f(2n + 1) = qj(n), n = 0,1, •••. Now (Et)(e =f(t)), and let t' be the least such t. Then by (2) and (4), qe(x) a¡ G(e, x) ä £jfa(x), so that e e 0c/a. But e = c¿¡ (u) implies eeWj^ocyó, which is a contradiction. so that e e #</,,. But e = qj(u) implies e e vv,çz 0^ which again yields a contradiction.
Case 2. e e (0<2O U 0^¡,) -(w¡ U wy). Then e e (wt U w^)', so that by (3), G(e, x)
is undefined for all x, i.e., qe(x) =¿G(e,x) ss 0. But ee9qa implies ge(x) as ^"(x), while ee9qb implies qe(x) s¿ qb(x). In either case, the hypothesis that qa¥:0 it 7e 0 is contradicted. Note that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 cannot be weakened to allow qa or qb to be null: if, say, qa =0, then 9q'a = (90)' is r.e., and if we let wi = 9q'a,wj=0 <=9q'b we cannot have F(a, b, i,j) e (9qa U 9qb U 9q'a U0)' =0; thus the, conclusion oi the theorem fails to hold for any £. Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 of [2] , but a simple direct proof can be given:
First assume that neither/nor g extends the other. Then there exist x0,y0 such that/(x0) = y0 and either gix0) is undefined or g(x0) # v0, and Xy, y y such that SÍ*i) = ïi and either fixy) is undefined or fixf) ^ yt. Then if a = {n | q"ix0) = y0} and ß = {n\q"ixy) = yt}, we have 0/£ r,ß' and 0g£/?ria', where a and ß are r.e. (In the usual way, a and ß can be replaced by disjoint r.e. sets y, ô such that yU<5 = aUp\ 0/£ y and 9g S Ô.)
Now assume that g is an extension of/, but that there exists an r.e. set a with 0/£ a, 9g £ a'. Define a partial recursive function G of 2 variables by Gin, x) = ipy) [y =/(x) V(n e « A y = g(*))].
Since g extends/, this is well-defined, and for fixed n is a partial recursive function of x, so that Gin,x) = qHn)ix) for a recursive h. Then by the second recursion theorem, there is an e such that qeix) sí qh{e)(x). We now observe that e e a implies g(x) a G(e, x) ~ qhie)(x) a qe(x) so that e 6 9g £ a', while e e a' implies /(x) s G(e,x) » i3»(e)(x) a qe (x) so that eef?/£a.
Either way we obtain a contradiction. To complete the proof of Corollary 1.1, note that if either/or g is null, the other extends it, so that any function G will vacuously satisfy the conclusion. Definition 2. In applications of Proposition 1, partial recursive functions / and g, neither of which extends the other, will be called incomparable. Proof. Let qa, qb be functions generating a, ß respectively. Then since 9qa £ 9a. and 9qb £ 9ß, effective inseparability of the pair i9qa, 9qb) implies that of (0a, 9ß). Proof. Let A be a class of r.e. sets, 9A = \JxeA9at. Then if 9A is recursive, it follows that 9A and 0(^4') = (0^4)' are separable by recursive sets, which by Corollary 1.2 implies that either A or A' is void. Let f, g be a pair of partial recursive functions and assume that n is a recursive permutation such that n(9f) £ a and n(9g) £ ß. Then f?/£7r_1(a), 9gcif1(ß), so that by Theorem 2, 7t_1(a) and n'^ß), which are disjoint r.e. sets, are doubly creative with kernel (9f,9g). But this property is evidently a recursive isomorphism invariant, from which it follows that (a,ß) is doubly creative with kernel (n(9f),n(9g)).
(a) -*> (c) : Assume (a, ß) is doubly creative and let/, g be incomparable functions. By Corollary 2.1, there exists a pair (y, ¿>) of disjoint r.e. sets which is doubly creative with kernel (9f9g). Then by Smullyan's double isomorphism theorem, there is a recursive permutation n such that a = n(y) 2 n(0f) and ß = n(ô) 2 n(9g). Theorem 4. An r.e. set a is creative if and only if for every pair (f g) of incomparable partial recursive functions there is an r.e. set ß and a recursive permutation n such that a C\ ß =0 and (a,ß) is doubly creative with kernel (n(9f),n(9g)).
Proof. For one direction, it suffices to note that if (a, ß) is doubly creative for some ß, then a is creative. For the other direction, assume a is creative and that/ g are incomparable functions. By Corollary 2.1, there is a pair (y,<5) of disjoint r.e. sets with doubly creative kernel (Of, Og). By Myhill's isomorphism theorem [5] , there is a recursive permutation n with a = n(y); the conclusion follows by taking ß = n(ô).
Note that Theorem 4 says nothing about the creativity of an r.e. set which may separate 0/from 9g in a case where these are not separable by a pair of r.e. sets. An argument similar to that of Theorem 1 gives, however, the following : Theorem 5. Let qa, qb be partial recursive functions and assume a is an r.e. set such that 9qa £ a, 9qb ^ a'. Then a is creative (uniformly in a, b and a Gödel number of a). Proof. Apply Theorem 5 with a = (90)', qb =0 and qa any non-null partial recursive function.
As one application of our results, we exhibit a class of partial recursive functions whose domains are creative, and which therefore have no general recursive extensions. Theorem 6. Let h be a partial recursive function. Define a functional F by F(q") = h(n) whenever defined. Denote by E(F) the "extensional domain'''' of F = {f\for all m,ne 9fi F(qm) and F(qn) are defined and F(qm) = F(qn)}. Then the domain of h is a creative set unless F is contant on E(F).
Proof. Assume that F is not constant on £(F), i.e., that there exist / g e E(F) and numbers a, b such that F(f) = a, F(g) -b, a j= b. Then 0/£ a = {n | h(n) = a} while 9g £ ß = {n | h(n) is defined but h(n) # a}, where a and ß are r.e. and disjoint, so that by Theorem 3, (a, ß) is doubly creative. This implies that a U ß = domain h is creative; the same result evidently holds for all extensions of n.
Note that the hypothesis could be weakened as follows: Assume that there exist/ g such that h is defined (though not necessarily constant, nor even single-valued) on all of 9f and 9g in such a way that h(9f) and h(9g) are separable by recursive sets. Then domain h is creative, by the same proof.
As an example, consider the function v defined by Kleene ([4, pp. 346-347], n = 0) with the property that if w" ^ 0, then v(n)ewn; evidently domain v = {m | wm 7^0} is creative. Theorem 6 then proves that this must be the case for every partial recursive extension v* of v. For let A be the class of constant recursive functions, and define F(qn) = v*(n); then A £ £(£) andf is nonconstant on A.
Theorem 6 generalizes a property of partial recursive functionals £ whose domains (i.e., {n | F(q") is defined}) are "completely recursively enumerable" classes 9A which were shown in [2] to be creative (when f is nonconstant). It constitutes a generalization in that not every functional £ with nonempty extensional domain (on which f is an "effective operation") is potentially partial recursive [6] .
It appears to us that it would be of some interest to investigate the possible isomorphism types of the doubly creative kernels of doubly creative pairs(2).
3. Relativized sets of indices of r.e. sets. The terminology of this section is that of [9] and [10] . Let S be a consistent r.e. theory. An r.e. set a is representable in S if there is a formula A with one free variable such that for each non-negative integer n,nea implies VsA(ñ), while n <£ a implies~~\ YsA(ñ), where ñ is the numeral in S corresponding to n. If an r.e. set a is representable in S, we may relativize the notion of 9a to the following: Definition 4. 9sa = the set of Gödel numbers of formulas of S containing one free variable which represent a in S.
It will be shown below that for many theories, if a and ß are (distinct) representable r.e. sets, then (9sa, 9sß) is doubly isomorphic to (9a, 9ß), so that they possess the same recursively invariant properties, such as inducing double creativity on pairs of disjoint r.e. supersets. In the spirit of [1] and [9] , however, we provide a direct proof of the latter property, which does not depend on the Myhill-Smullyan isomorphism theorems.
We require the following well-known result, whose proof we omit.
Proposition 2. Let S be a theory containing a formalization of the (primitive recursive) diagonal function d(n) = the Gödel number of the formula obtained from the formula with Gödel number n by replacing free x by the numeral ñ. Then for any formula F(x,n) with two free variables we can effectively find a formula W(n) with one free variable, whose Gödel number w is recursive in that ofF(x, n), such that rsW(n) = F(w, n).
(2) For kernels (Of, 6g) where/, g are incomparable functions, there are exactly 3 possible types. The proof will appear in Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. Theorem 5. Let S be a consistent r.e. theory containing the diagonal function. Assume that er, n, a ,ß are r.e. sets such that a and n are representable in S by formulas R and P respectively, that 9sn £ a, 9ser £ ß, and that a, ß are strongly separable in S (i.e., there is a formula A such that neot implies \-s Ain) and neß implies \-s~]Aiñ)). Then there is a number w, which can be effectively found from the Gödel numbers ofR, P and A, such that we (a U ß)'.
Proof. Let F(x, n) be Aix) => Rin) . A • ~| Aix) zo Pin). By Proposition 2, there is a w recursive in the Gödel number of F and thus in those of A, R, P, such that rsWin) =■ F(w,n). Now VsA(x) . => . Fix, n) = Rin) and \-s~\Aix). = .F(x,n) = P(n).
We claim that we (a U/?)'. Assume not: Case 1. wea. Then \-sAiw) which implies rs Fiw,n).= Rin). So rsWin) = Rin), which implies that Win) represents er in S and w e 9ser £ ß. Then l-s -j Aiw), and S is inconsistent.
Case 2. weß. Then hs ~~| Aiw) which implies l-sF(w, n) a Pin). So rslf (n) s P(n), which implies that we0s7t£a.
Then rsAiw), which again contradicts the hypothesis that S is consistent. Corollary 5.1. Let S be a consistent r.e. theory in which all r.e. sets are effectively representable and pairs of disjoint r.e. sets are effectively istrongly) separable. Then there is a recursive function F of six variables such that if 9swa ^wmCt w'", 9swb £ w" f~}w¿, then Fia, b, m, n, i,j) is a doubly creative function for (wm, w") (i.e., a doubly productive function for iw'm, w'n)).
Proof. Assume that w¡ £ w,¿, w¡ £ w'". Let wc = {x | x appears in wm u wy before appearing in w" U w¡ in a simultaneous enumeration}, wd = {x | x appears in w" U w¡ before appearing in wm U W}). (This can be formalized as in the proof of Theorem 1.) Then wc n wd =0, 9swa £ wc, 9swb £ wd. Setting <x = wc,ß =wd, % = wa and a = wb in Theorem 5, we observe that since according to the hypothesis we can effectively compute the Gödel numbers of R and P from a and b and that of A from c and d and thus from m, n, i,j, then we can effectively find a number we(wm U w" U W; u Wj)'. Then set F(a, b, m, n, i,j) = w.
To add significance to these results, we note that by the results of [3] , [8] , [9] , the hypothesis of effective representability and separability holds in ordinary theories of arithmetic (in which recursive functions are definable and which contain a " _ " relation with the usual properties).
Isomorphism results. For the following, recall that a is 1-1 reducible to ß (ctRyß) if there is a 1-1 recursive function / such that xe<x<-+f(x)eß. We say that/reduces a to ß and that a = y ß if ctRyß and ßRyCc. Let S be an "effective Gödel theory" in the sense of [10], i.e., a theory for
